SafetyPlus is a cloud application for schools to easily manage the elements of the Model Workplace Health & Safety Act 2012; designed to help their WHS management systems become fully compliant with the law.

It allows schools to assess for themselves where they are compliant, visually notify them where they are not, and then work towards improving and maintaining compliance into the future.

SafetyPlus is a truly groundbreaking application, and schools can be sure they’ve have done their due diligence and are compliant with the law.

SafetyPlus allows schools to:

- **Track due diligence** by storing current and historic policy documents and linking them to the relevant elements.
- **Remind schools to review** elements that are already compliant, periodically sending email reminders for upcoming reviews.

With SafetyPlus it’s really easy to see how compliant your school is against current legislation. Check off all the criteria, upload any supporting documents, mark a review date to check up on that element in the future and BOOM; instantly compliant against a section of the MWHS Act.

What we’ve developed, is an application to make schools safer.

**THE CLIENT**

Michael Shorter and Associates is an independent advisory, specialising in Work Health and Safety management within the Australian education sector. Their idea of a post-audit management system was a basis for this project.

**THE TEAM**

SafetyPlus has been created by a diverse group of seven individuals with a variety of skillsets. Through Project, we each gained invaluable experience in teamwork, time management and problem solving.

**TECH SPECS.**

- **Server**
  - MySQL
  - Yii
- **Client & User Interface**
  - JQuery
  - HTML5 and CSS3
  - Twitter Bootstrap

**PROGRESSIVE SAFETY**

What makes SafetyPlus so powerful is its ability to remind schools to review elements that are already compliant, periodically sending email reminders for upcoming reviews. This is all part of the process of helping schools stay up to date.

**DOCUMENTING DILIGENCE**

SafetyPlus can even track due diligence by storing current and historic policy documents and linking them to the relevant elements.

**SAFETY, AVANT GARDE**

SafetyPlus is a cloud application for schools to easily manage the elements of the Model Workplace Health & Safety Act 2012; designed to help their WHS management systems become fully compliant with the law.